
NEWS

B YU PROFESS OR TERMINATED
FOR BOOK OF MORMON

BELIEFS
Earlier this year, David P Wright,

assistant professor in Asian and
Near Eastern languages, was
informed that he would have to
leave Bngham Young University
because of his unorthodox views
on biblical scholarship, scriptural
prophecy and the Book o[
Mormon.

Academic Vice President Jae
Ballif gave notice of the termination
at the conclusion of Wright’s three-
year evaluation (faculty may receive
"continuing status"- tenure- after six
years), wnght had received favora-
ble evaluations by both his depart-
ment and college review
committees. He was ranked high in
all three areas of review: scholar-
ship, teaching and citizenship.

In fact, Wright’s competence in
Hebrew Bible studies is widely
recognized. His dissertation from
Berkeley on elimination rites in the
Bible has been published by the
prestigious Scholars Press, and he
has authored a dozen articles for
the forthcoming Anchor Bible
Dictionary.

fn response to numerous ques-
tions about his termination, Wright
prepared a statement outlining the
events which he distnbuted to
interested individuals. It is
reproduced alongside this article.

Although the university review
process usually does not include an
examination an individual’s specific
doctrinal beliefs, BYU spokesperson
Paul Richards said the school
makes no apologies for the termi-
nation because "we have a respon-
sibility and stewardship to students
and parents who sent them here,
who expect a thorough grounding
in the beliefs of the LDS church.
We are to provide an environment
for intellectual pursuits and one
that reflects what our living
prophets believe2

Wright’s offending views stem
from his examination of LDS texts
with the scholarly tools of biblical
criticism, which examine issues of
authorship and influence by con-
temporary sources. While the
historical-critical approach to the
Bible is widely accepted in aca-

demic settings, it is rejected by
many conservative Mormon and
fundamentalist Christian scholars
and lay persons who maintain a
more literalistic view of scripture.

In response to his termination,
Wright says that considering the
circumstances he has been treated
very judiciously and in a Christian.
manner. While he acknowledges
the Church’s "right to demand cer-
tain things of its employee<’ he
questions their commitment to the
ideal of a university where %cholar-
ship works best in a non-coercive
context" and "where people change
their minds because they are con-
vinced by evidence? He fears his
termination may cause retrench-
ment in the scholarship of other
professors and move the university
in a more conservative direction.

Personally, many faculty mem-
bers interested in related issues say
they are saddened by Wrights dis-
missal because he was both well
like, d and extraordinarily compe-
tent; however, most don’t feel his
dismissal will have a ~chiLling effect"
on their scholarship because they.
do not share Wnght’s views or they
avoid sensitive areas of research. In
fact, some say that, ironically,
Wright’s dismissal frees them to
continue their studies because they
can point to him and say, "I’m not
like Dave Wright? In some ways,
Wright is becoming a scapegoat for
scholars while his case at the same

time more clearly defines where the
line is drawn. Others simply regret
the loss of scholarship for the
school. "We can’t continue to expel
our best minds from the university,"
lamented one professor.

Few members of the faculty
regard Wright’s dismissal as the
start of an inquisition on professors’
private bdiefs, although some have
expressed fears that they need to
be more careful about what they
say in class. Most professors see
inquiries about private beliefs as an
exceptional issue coming only
occasionally in the regular faculty
advancement review process.

However, some are disturbed by
what they see as ignorance on the
administration’s part concerning
issues of religious scholarship.
Many were surprised to see that
Wright’s opinion that some bibli-
cal books, especially Genesis, had
multiple authors was given as a rea-
son for termination, especially since
he is a professor of Hebrew. Some
say university administrators,
challenged by conservative religion
professors who advise some school
trustees, are "running scared" on
this issue because the administra-
tors are responsible to maintain the
school’s mission for the General
Authorities but are themselves
uninformed about modem reli-
gious scholarship. "We have no
understanding of textual study in
the Church, and are threatened by
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its processe<’ explained one of
Wnght’s colleagues.

Reportedly, influential individ-
uals; in the College of Religion
alerted the administration about
Wngh:E’s scholarly views. Appar-
ently they were uncomfortable
allowing him to teach classes in
their college and did not want

seminary and institute teachers
being exposed to his views when
they took Hebrew and other bibli-
cal classes in the Asian and Near
Eastern Languages department.
This is a point of contention with
non-religion faculty, who are
embalTassed when the university
graduates students in biblical

From: David E Wright
Re: My Termination at Brigham Young Universit3’
July 2I, 1988

I I-LAVE BEEN EMPLOYED AT BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVEI~SITY

since the Fall of 1984 as an Assistant Professor of Hebrew and Near
Eastern Languages in the Department of Asian and Near Eastern Lan-
guages in the College of Humanities. Brigham Young University has
recently terminated my employment because my scholarly views and
approach to the Bible and other Mormon scripture are. in its view, too
divergent from the belief system of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day ~’~ints, which sponsors the University.

tenmnation. I chose the latter because the matter was too serious to
let go undocumented on the part of the institution.

The lette~ dated.June 13, 1988,.gives three specific reasons for the
University’s decision which exemplify its concerns. I should note the
letter has represenmd my ideas fairly. Summarily, the reasons are:

(I) My view that the Book of Mormon is best explained as a
nineteenth-century work of scripture, rather than a translation of a docu-
ment from ancient America around 600 B.C.-400 A.D.:

related fields who have almost no
awareness of the most generally
accepted methods of biblical
scholarship.

The event has renewed campus
discussions about the role of faith
and scholarship at the university.
"If BYU is to be a Mormon univer-
sity then it has to be able to draw

line<’ said Daniel Peterson, an
instructor of Arabic in Wright’s
department. "You can argue where
the lines should be drawn, but
there must be tines7

ment and college review committees derided in my favorThe university
advancement committee. however; made no decision but turned the
matter over to the administration.

I discussed my ideas with the administration in April (I988) prior
to its decision. In this interview I was frank, yet positive, from my per-
spective I made it clear that I supported the Church and that I always
tried to relate my scholarly conclusions to Mormon gsues in a positive
way for the benefit of myself and others, including students. I was not
seeking to injure the Church or its members.

Those not acquainted with the critical study of the Bible should
note that my views and approach are not eccentric, but are part of bib-
lical scholarship as undertaken in the majority of academic settings.
As I understand, reviews of my work by peers outside BYU have been
favorable My professional publications include a book, The Disposal of
Impurity: Elimination Rites in the Bible and in Hittite and Mesopotamian

the Catholic Nblical Quarterly, and the Theoto~sches WOrterbuch zum Alten
Testament, and I am a contributor of several artides on biblical religion
and cult for the forthcoming Anchor Bible Dictionary (to be published
by Doubleday around 1991).

AS for my views about the Book of Mormon, while some Mormon
scholars, mainly at BYU, argue for its antiquity, more and more Mor-
mon scholars are recogmizing that if the book does not entirely derive
from a nineteenth century provenance, it has been largely colored by
concerns of that era.

I have mainly taught biblical. Mishnaic, and modem Hebrew lan-
guage and literature classes. I have also taught other languages of the
ancient Near East and a few courses that deal with the history and
religion of the Bible and ancient Near ~stem cultures. As I have taught

about the Book of Mormon in class.
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SCHOLARS REVISIT
GREAT BASIN KINGDOM
AFTER THIRTY YEARS

On 4 May 1988 scholars and
friends gathered at Utah State
University for a symposium revisit-
ing Leonard Amngton’s Great Basin
Kingdom, which was first published
in 1958. Professors from a wide
range of disciplines were invited to
review the book and discuss topics
addressed in it.

The symposium was sponsored
by the Mountain West Center for
Regional Studies at Utah State
University, the Charles Redd Center
for Western Studies at Brigham
Young University, and the Utah
Endowment for the Humanities.

Barbara Allen, folklorist and
associate professor of American
studies at the University of Notre
Dam< discussed how the environ-
ment, religion and economics con-
tribute in determining whether a
settlement is a failure. Using her
studies in Fort Rock Valley, Oregon,
she illustrated how supposedly
"failed" settlements are not always
perceived as such by the settlers.
"The ways in which people per-
ceive and interpret historical
experience are just as valued and
valuable as the outside perspective2

Robert Goldberg, associate
professor of history at the Univer-
sity of Utah, put the process of
Mormon colonization in "larger per-
spective" by comparing it to the
Jewish colonization of Clarion,
Utah. Goldberg outlined five
colonization variables: (1)
experience, (2) environment, (3)
available capital, (4) morale, and (5)
viable alternatives.

He explained that the 200 Jew-
ish settlers in Clarion had little
farming experience and were moti-
vated because of the early twentieth
century "back to the soil" move-
ment, a Jewish attempt to revive
spirituality and destroy their com-
mercial parasite image. Although
the settlers were learning how to
farm on the semi-desert land, when
drought and canal problems

occurred, coupled with never-
sufficient outside financial support,
the splits in the heterogenous com-
munity of anarchists, socialists,
orthodox and other Jews, caused
the community to fail and, since
there were other places they could
go to, most families left.

Goldberg contrasted Clarion
with Mormon settlements which
had similar struggles with the
environment but had experienced
farmers, ways to socialize income,
good morale from the "spiritualiza-
tion of temporal activity" (building
the Kingdom), and because of
persecution, no visible alternatives
until the twentieth century.

Edward W. Clyde, of Clyde, Pratt
& Snow Attorneys, discussed
development of western water law
and speculated that the reason
there is no court case about water
rights dunng the first thirty years
of the territory is because the LDS
church resolved the problems on
its own.

Donald Worster, Meyerhoff
professor of American environ-
mental studies at Brandeis Univer-
sity, spoke on "Water Power in the
Kingdom?’ He discussed how
although the driving forces of
capitalism developed the West, the
Mormons were a materialistic soci-
ety yet anti-capitalists and against
social Darwinism. Through the
Judeo-Christian and Puritan ideas
of public control of natural
resources, common wealth, price
controls, and income regulation
they developed a partial socialistic
cooperative ecohomic system.
Worste~ who is the author of Rivers
of Empire, said that irrigation
required coordinated behavior and
gave power to who controlled the
system. "The capitalistic West may
think it defeated the Mormons, but
the climate forces collective
behavior’ he explained, stating that
Mormon communitarianism has
merely been transferred to the

secular federal church of the Bureau
of Redamation’s central planning of
an irrigation-based economy.

Worster said that Arrington’s
book searches for an alternative
myth to the traditional individualis-
tic Western cowboy, with his
bloody courage which saves towns
in the "dog eat dog" world, and
found it in the religious community
where technology and religion are
merged into redemptive salvation.
Mormons made technology a vir-
tue by using it to redeem the lost
paradise, he said. "The work of
redeeming the land redeems the
people. There is moral force in
dams, siphons and canals."
However, Worster says the myth is
currently in trouble because tech-
nology now exploits the land,
opposes environmental steward-
ship, and is anti-democratic.

"The role of history is to help
us understand our value<’ Worster
said. "In Great Basin Kingdom,
Amngton brought back to the
memory of his people the fact that
they stood apart and reminded
them of values forgotten~’

Luncheon speaker Charles S.
Peterson spoke on "Beyond Great
Basin Kingdom: Problems of Excep-
tionalist History," and said that
Arrington’s book was a foundation
study in good history-"milepost 1
for the New Mormon History?’
Peterson, who is the editor of the
Western Historical Quarterly, dis-
cussed three aspects of Great Basin
Kingdom: (1) Economic history, its
commendable ordering of a mass-
ive amount of data; (2) General
regional history, breaking the mold
of narrow LDS institutional history;
and (3) Church history, which in
a sensitive way showed that Mor-
mon history can be examined more
closely.

Peterson, who is a professor of
history at Utah State University,
stro@y criticized most Mormon
history since Great Basin Kingdom
for ignoring regional connections
and isolating influence in the insu-
lar community. He also chastised
historians for sugar-coating their
analyses. Saying that Arrington
pointed the way, Peterson called for
more comparative, economic, and

demographic studies, and for scho-
lars to study more twentieth cen-
tury history.

The afternoon session consisted
of panelists discussing the book
from five academic disciplines..
Jonathan Hughes, a professor of
economics at Northwestern Univer-
sity, said Arrington’s book was "a
masterpiece of the historian’s crafff
and praised its "brilliant account of
emigration?’

Anthropologist Mark P Leone
discussed how historians, as
Amngton in Great Basin Kingdom,
write seamless narratives but
anthropologists look at how the
culture, which is rarely coherent,
addresses conflicts and holds
opposites together.

Sociologist Stan Albrecht dis-
cussed how Mormon belief systems
affect the economy, He explored (1)
the Church’s ability to exercise
social control, which he said is
overstated but has become more
diverse in twentieth century, (2) the
gradual accommodations to the
political society where we are now
only unique to the extent we have
accommodated, and (3) the rejec-
tion of the cooperative movement
in favor of individualism to the
point where the economic patterns
established to create economic
equality are now totally eradicated.

Geographer Lowell "Ben" Ben-
nion humorously noted geographi-
cal errors in Arrington’s book,
criticized its lack of maps, and then
discussed the geographical shapes
of the Mormon villages-compact,
mixed, and dispersed. Bennion
said that the s~ttlement patterns of
many Mormon communities were
more dispersed than historians
traditionally assume.

Richard W. Etulain, professor of
history at the University of New
Mexico, called Great Basin Kingdom
"a memorable work of literature"
whose quotes give immediacy and
whose well-ordered, even-handed
sentences march across the page It
shows "faith producing history,~ and
builds a desire in the reader to
know the facts. Etulain said the
book’s "approach, content and
mood illustrate Amngton’s indefata-
bile efforts to nan’ate and explain,
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but not necessarily defend, the thll
story of his people to his people
and the world~’ He contrasted the
chror~ological approach of the book
to the topical treatment in Amng-
ton’s earlier dissertation, noting a
vast literary improvement in the
transtbrmation.

At the concluding banquet,
Arrington, a native of Twin Falls,
Idaho, led all the Idaho natives in

singing, ’And Here We Have Idaho:’
He recounted how he came to
write the book and thanked every-
one for their critiques. He light-
heartedly quoted Isaiah 41:24, "Ye
are of nothing, and your work of
nought: an abomination is he that
chooseth you~’ and said concern-
ing history, "God does not need us
to pretty up our lives~’

WHAT’S WHO IN MORMON
HIS-I©RY

While the follmving list is not
exhaustive it is SUNSTONE’s col-
lection of scholar’s research projects
gathered at MHA.

Tom Alexander, Wilford
Wbodruff biography, volume 1 of
Utah history; Lavina Fielding Ander-
son, t:Listory of YWMIA; Paul Ander-
son, history of Hawaii tempi< Book
of Mormon architecture; Harriet
Arrin, gton, Alice Memll Home
biography; PhilipBarlow, history
of the Bible in Mormonism; Lowell
~’.rf P, ennion, the place of polygamy
in early Mormon history; Mary
BnMford, Lowell Bennion biography;
Martlha S. Bradley, ZCMI and
cooperative movement history; Meg
Brad),, Mormon women, revelation,
folklore and food; Newell Bringhurst,
Fawn Brodie biography, Sam Bran-
nan biography; Fred Buchanan, ter-
ritorial superintendents of Utah
schools.

Donald Cannon, major doctrines
restored through .Joseph Smith,
Mormons in Washington, D.C.;
Marie Cornwall, exploring differ-
ences in the faith development ot7
LDS men and women; Richard
C,~an, temples and temple work.

Larry Dahl, word prints in the
Doctrine and Covenants; Jill Derr
Relief Society history.

Paul Edwards, Frederick M.
Smith (second RLDS president);
Ronald Esplin, WTvV. Phelps biogra-
phy.

Van Hale, doctrine and evolution
of theology of Joseph Smith; K/aus
Hansen, revising/updating book on.
the Council of 50 and the Kingdom
ot5 Clod; William Hartley, Church.

organization and government.
Janet Jensen, Franklin S. Hams

biography; RichardJensen, European
emigration history, LDS branches in
England; JefferyJohnson, the family
of Brigham Young.

Edward L. Kimball, Spencer W.
Kimball presidency biography;
Gregory Kqfford, New England Mor-
mon history.

Roger Launius, Joseph Smith III,
biography; Carl Larsen, Mormon
Battalion sites and journal entries.

Carol Cornwall Madsen, Emme-
line Wells biography; Michael Mar-
quardt, Mormon New York origins;
Armand Mauss, study of the twen-
tieth century reaction to cultural
~ssimilation; Brent Metcalfe, Book of
Mormon exegesis.

Ross Peterson, Utah State Univ.
centennial history; Keith Perkins,
Joseph Smith in Kirtland, develop-
ing gospel doctrine computer data-
base; Richard Poll, history of Utah
war

William Russell, RLDS split
between liberals and fun-
damentalists.

Richard 5adle~; Weber Basin
water history, Weber State College
history; Franklin D. Richards biog-
raphy; Patricia Scott, polygamy bib-
liography, Utah counties, cities, and
towns; Jan 5hipps, From Satyr to
Saint: Essays on Perception of Mor-
mons, and Being, Mormon: The LD5
Church in the mid-Twentieth Century;
John 5illito and Constance Lieber,
Martha Hughes Cauces; Linda Sil-
litoe, native American Indians; Susan

Ronald Walker, Heber J. Grant
biography. Palmyra neighborhoods,

MORMON HISTORY EXPLORED
IN LOGAN UTAH

DURING THE firsl: weekend in
May, historians interested in Mor-
mon studies gathered at Utah State
University in Logan, Utah, for the
annual meeting of the Mormon
History Association. As with most
MHA annual meetings, the confer-
ence included provocative sessions,
gossipy hallway conversations, a
generous publishers’ book display,
late night conversations, and the
making of new and deepening of
old friendships.

The Association is proud that its
diverse membership of LDS, RLDS
and other professional and amateur
historians gets along so well, and
that its conferences have a fresh-
ness and[ significance which most
academic meetings lack. This point
was emphasized by outgoing MHA
president Val Tippetts Avery, who
attended her first MHA meeting as
an amateur and an~.ounced that
she wanted to write a biography of
Emma Smith. As she recounted in
her closing remarks, she was
encouraged and aided by the MHA
historians as she and Linda King
Newell researched and xvrote Mor-
mon Enigma: Emma Hale 5mith.
Later she obtained a degree in his-
tory and was elected as MHA
president.

In her presidential address,
"Irreconcilable Differences: David
H. Smith’s Association with the
Muse of Mormon Historyi’ Avery
told how Joseph SmitlYs son Daxqd,
born after the martyrdom, visited
Utah and discovered that his father
had practiced polygmw: "I am not
what I wa<’ he said about the dis-
turbing revelations. Aver}, discussed
how history tells us who we are by
defining what we are.

The conference opened with a
session examining blacks in the
LD$ and RLDS churches on the
tenth anniversary of LDS President
Spencer Kimball’s revelation on
blacks and the priesthood. Jessie
Embry and Alan Cherry discussed
the experience of black Latter-day
Saints, based on oral histories they

are conducting for BYU’s Charles
Redd Center. Roger Launius out-
lined the history of blacks in the
RLDS church, noting that although
they had always received the priest-
hood, the RIDS church has its own
history of prejudice and dis-
crimination.

Ronald Walker presented a fas-
cinating paper on the 1887 succes-
sion crisis following the death of
LDS President John Taylor. Other
papers presented at concurrent ses-
sions included Maureen Ursenbach
Beecher on "Poetry as Autobiogra-
phy: Inadvertent Disclosure in the
Poems of Eliza R. Snow"; Newell
Bringhurst and Boyd Robertson on
Sam Brannan; Dan Vogel, "The
Book of Mormon in Jacksonian
America"; Douglas ToNer, "Karl G.
Maeser’s Educational Philosophy: A
Century Later"; G. Wesley Johnson,
"Tl-te Study of Local Leadership in
20th Century Mormon Society";
Re>: Cooper, "Religious Salvation
and Family Solidarity: A Compar-
ison Between Puritan and Mormon
Notions of Being Born in the
Covenant".

During the Friday luncheon
Ross Peterson spoke on "Utah State
University and the Land Grant Tra-
dition? Peterson was quite candid
with his opinions on the sorry lack
of support for education in Utah.

The annual Tanner Lecture
endowed by Obert C. Tanner, is an
invitation to a distinguished non-
Mormon religious historian to
incorporate their understanding of
Mormon history into a topic of
their choice This year’s lecturer was
Henry Warner Bowden, a profes-
sor of religion at Rutgers Universi ,ty
and editor of Religious Studies K,’view.
His; lecture, entitled, "From the Age
of Science to an Age of Uncertainty:
History and Mormon Studies in the
Twentieth Century," reviewed the
evolution of theories on how to
write history.

Bowden discussed how reli-
gious historians, who believed that
a scholar needed a proper point of
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observation and conception to
interpret the past, accommodated
their writings when the scientific
approach became popular in the
early twentieth century and
attempted to eliminate prior
assumptions and limit explanations
to natural observations. He then
reviewed how historians like Carl
Becker reacted to the scientific
approach by arguing that facts do
not exist independently, that every-
one brings biases shaped by their
contemporary culture, that a
"detached mind is a dead mindi’
and that the first level of reality is
lost, history is written from remain-
ing documents and is shaped,
selected, and arranged sub-
jectively-"history is an act of faith:

Bowden noted that the modem
age of history is an age of relativity
and a variety of historical methods,
where the role for scholars is to
acknowledge their biases and order
and interpret the data by relating it
to a frame of reference_ He then
reviewed the history of the writing
of Mormon history and concluded
that it is a microcosm of the 2,000
years of writing Christian history.

Friday night showcased the final
original cast performance of John
Homer’s The Kirtland Rehearsal, a
provocative play about a cast
rehearsing a historical play for the
RLDS rededication of the Kirtland
Temple_ Throughout the drama,
their rehearsal is interrupted by cast
members stopping to discuss the
theological and historical implica-
tions of what they are acting. Most
major viewpoints are expressed by
different cast members.

The conference also provided a
tour to the Richard V. Jensen Liv-
ing Historical Farm and to Mendon,
Utah. At the sites Leonard Arring-
ton gave a paper on "Pioneer Mor-
mon Agricultural’ and Charles S.
Peterson spoke on "Cache Valley
Towns: Fun and Function in Mor-
mon Country~.’

David Whittaker presided over
the awards banquet where the fol-
lowing individuals were honored:
S. George Ellsworth received the
Grace Fort Arrington Award for
Historical Excellence; Richard E.
Bennett, the Francis M. and Emily
Chipman Award for the best book
by a young scholar for Mormons at

Missouri 1846-1852: "And,Should We
Die" (University of Oklahoma
Press) Richard S. Van Wagonm;
Steven C. Walkm; and Allen D.
Roberts, the T. Edgar Lyon Award
for best artide for "Lectures on
Faith: A Case Study in Decanoni-
zation" (Dialogue); D. Michael
Quinn, the Best Book Award for
Early Mormonism and the Ma~c.
World View (Signature Books);
Richard Jensen, a special citation
for his work in organizing and
directing BYU’s British Isles and
European Oral History Project; and
E Henry Edwards, a special citation
for his lifelong contribution to the
study of the Restoration. Whittaker
announced that the Association
had established the Stephen E
Christensen award for best
documentary tool (bibliography,
atlas, etc.); it will first be awarded
in 1989.

Incoming MHA president Stan-
ley B. Kimball presided over the
concluding banquet where MHA

~ .business was conducted. Carol
Cornwall Madsen was elected
president-elect, and M. Guy Bishop
and Eugene England were elected’

to the council. Membership com-
mittee chair Steve Eccles reported
that membership had declined
from 1300 several years ago to 700.
He chided some for not paying
dues, and encouraged members to
talk up how fun the association is.

Since its founding in 1966 MHA
has embraced both LDS and RLDS
scholars. Howevm; because of the
overwhelming numbers of LDS
historians some RLDS feel left out,
although they are always well
represented in the MHA leadership.
At this year’s conference in Logan,
the problem of balance was more
pronounced. Almost no one
attended the session that had only
RLDS history papers and it was
cancelled by the presenters.

Traditionally, conference loca-
tions are rotated between histori-
cal sites convenient to each group,
Next year the May conference is in
Quincy, Illinois, and will include
excursions to Nauvoo and Carthage
with papers presented at historical
sites. In June 1990 the meeting will
be in Hawaii, with an emphasis on
each church history in Asia and the
Pacific.
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OXYMORMONS

GREAT CHICKEN KINGDOM

WHEN HISTORIAN Leonard J. Arrington tires of studying nineteenth
century Utah economics or the life of Brigham Young, he can always
relax by turning to his other passion in life-chicken iconography.

Arrington’s fascination with chickens dates back to a boyhood stint
with the Fufure Farmers of America. Howeve~ the pride of his coop
(see: photo) appeared on Christmas Eve 1987, a surprise gift from Arring-
ton’s stepson Rick Sorenson, who had the plastic chicken flown up from
Arizona. However, when a giant egg appeared next to the chicken last
Easte~ Sorenson denied all responsibility.

A MOVABLE FEST

"l-HIS YEAR, when the organ-
izers of Provo Utah’s annual Fourth
of July "Festival of Fire’-one of
America’s largest fireworks shows-
attempted to schedule BYU’s
stadium, they were told that the
university does not allow its facili-
ties to be used on Monday nights
so that LDS members may attend
Family Home Evening. The event
was rescheduled for Saturday, July
2, and on Monday night every
family in Utah Valley gathered in
their living rooms to read the home
evening manual lesson on citizen-
ship, patriotism and community
involvement.

KINGS, PRIESTS,

AND BLACK BELTS
MORMON MARTIAL artists

were intrigued by an article in a
recent issue of Karate/Kung Fu Illus-

trated about "recently discovered"
chi-building exercises from the
ancient Chinese Shaolin Temple
that put one on the path to "con-
tinual progressionS’ The article dis-
cussed, with accompanying
pictures, four hand clasps (includ-
ing, "vertical palm grip" and
"grip of fellowship") and four
breathing exercises (including,
["torso chi builder," "lower mid.-
section chi; and =chi breathing")
that were secrets practiced by
ancient monks to develop strength
and "internal powei.’ However,
when excited Mormons began
exploring these amazing parallels to
the LDS temple ceremony, the
sources in the article proved to be
fictitious, much to the magazine’s
embarrassment. The author was a
former LDS missionary who had
been excommunicated from the
Church.
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1988 SUNSTONE SYMPOSIUM
WEST

CONFERENCE AUDIO    TAPES
RECORDED LIVE JANUARY 15 & 16, LOS ANGELES, CA

TOPIC
"Foundations or Christianity"

"A Different Drummer"

"Mormon Concept of Authority"

"Scientific Foundations of Mormon

SPEAKER TAPE #

Sterling McMurrin 1

Lavina Anderson 2

Dan Vogel 3

Theology"

"A Study in LDS Glossolalia"

"Monologues & Dialogues"

"Mormon Domestic Ritual"

"Temple Ritual & Change"

"Determinism & Free Agency"

"On Saving the Constitution"

"From Sect to Denomination"

"A Case For Grace"

"Life in Zion After Conversion"

"Early Mormon Folk Magic"

"Mormons & Divorce"

"Non-Mormon Journalists"

"Women & Raids"

"Study of 1st Mormon Family"
"Lucy Mack Smith"
"Raising Faithful Children"

"Mormons & Psychotherapy"

David Bailey 4

Robert Starling 5

Robert Rees 6

M. Guy Bishop 7

Margaret Toscano 8

Ronald Hellings 9

Eugene England 10

William Russel 11

Paul Toscano 12

Karen Moloney 13
D. Michael Quinn 14

Marshall, Webb, Carlston,
Bunce 15

Peterson, Dart, Birleff 16
Martha Sontag Bradley
Jessie L. Embry 17

C. Tess Groesbeck
Irene Bates 18

Hobbs, R. Rees, Hunter,
MacArthur, Barrus 19
Langlois, Shaw, Taylor, Porres 20

"Women/Early Schismatic Mormonism"
"Mediums of Jehouah"

"Response To Fawn Brodie"
"Puzzle of Anna Lee Skarin"

"Liberation of Christianity from
Patriarchy"

lan Barber
Susan Staker 21

Newell Bringhurst
Samuel Taylor 22

Rosemary Rodford Ruether

EACH INDIVIDUAL CASETTE IS $5.50
FULL CONFERENCE SET IS $100.00

INDICATE TAPE DESIRED BY ID #

Please allow 1-3 Weeks defivery
*Please add. 75¢ for shipping costs.

23

*MAKE CHECK / M.O. PAYABLE
TO AND MAIL TO:

RON VIERRA
2456 LEAVENWORTH

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94133




